
Top 10 Things Your Editor Wants You to Know 
 
1. Editors are your teammate, not an enemy combatant. We don’t rip your manuscript apart to 

hurt you and scare away a paying customer. We’re genuinely trying to make your book the 
best it can be. But like surgery or roadwork, it hurts before it gets really good. 
 

2. Trust the editor. We have experience, training, colleagues, and big books to help us get it 
right. 
 

3. An editor is not perfect 100% of the time. 
 

4. Do not hand off your first or second draft to the editor. Let your manuscript rest for a solid 
week or more between revisions. 
 

5. Your manuscript likely needs more work than you think. A writer becomes so familiar with 
the work that their brain fills in gaps, whether that means correcting errors, including 
information that isn’t there, or adding context that isn’t clearly explained. 
 

6. Editing, like writing, takes time. Additional services take additional time. If you ask the 
editor for additional work, be prepared to push the timeline as well. 
 

7. Time costs money. So does expertise. Hiring an expert to polish your manuscript to 
professional level won't be cheap. But like a mechanic, plumber, or electrician, editors and 
proofreaders are professionals in their field. 
 

8. An editor is a person with a family, schedule, and additional commitments. They will 
schedule time to edit your manuscript and answer your questions but may not be available if 
you try to reach them outside those scheduled times. 
 

9. If your manuscript includes information from other sources, learn to use Word’s References 
system. Insert your citations as footnotes so the locations can be easily tracked. Before 
publication, footnotes are easily converted to endnotes. 
 

10. Nonfiction requires consistent structure from chapter to chapter or section to section. Your 
editor can help with this, but think it through and give it a try before sending your manuscript 
to the editor. 


